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ABSTRACT 
The Simultaneous Multiple Surfaces (SMS) was developed as a design method in Nonimaging Optics during the 90s. 
Later, the method was extended for designing Imaging Optics. We present an overview of the method applied to imaging 
optics in planar (2D) geometry and compare the results with more classical designs based on achieving aplanatism of 
different orders. These classical designs are also viewed as particular cases of SMS designs. Systems with up to 4 
aspheric surfaces are shown. 
The SMS design strategy is shown to perform always better than the classical design (in terms of image quality). 
Moreover, the SMS method is a direct method, i.e., it is not based in multi-parametric optimization techniques. This 
gives the SMS method an additional interest since it can be used for exploring solutions where the multiparameter 
techniques can get lost because of the multiple local minima. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical Imaging design [1], [2], [3] is based on maximizing certain merit function describing the imaging quality over 
the image plane. This maximization is got by varying the design parameters which describe the optical surfaces. 
When spherical was the only surface shape used, the merit function was based on analytical aberration calculations [4]. 
Later on, multi-parametric optimization techniques were used to maximize much more complex merit functions [5]. 
Today, multi-parametric optimization is a common tool of any optical design software. The algorithms progress from an 
initial guess to the final solution. Since the search is local there is no guarantee that the algorithm will find the absolute 
maximum. 
The use of aspheric surfaces has not changed the basic optimization methodology. An aspherical surface is 
conventionally described by the following function [2]: 
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where p is the distance from a point to the optical axis (z axis), c is the curvature of the surface at the axis point. The 
remaining parameters (k, a4, a6, ...) describe the "asphericity" of the surface. Forbes has recently proposed more 
powerful ways to describe these surfaces [6]. 
The optimization strategy with aspherics usually starts with a spherical design. The final aspheric surface is not "far" 
from this initial spherical design, mainly because there are many local maxima where the optimization process finds a 
solution. Sometimes the optimization process adds up new parameters to optimize as the process progresses: first starting 
with k (with the initial value k=0 for the spherical surface) until a local maximum is found and then following with aA, 
etc. In practice, the performance of the design does not improve when the number of optimizing parameters is big (>10) 
because the asphericity of one surface is just cancelling the aspherictiy of another one [3]. 
The Simultaneous Multiple Surfaces (SMS) method sets up the problem in a different way. Here we are only dealing 
with 2D designs, i.e., with designs that only consider rays contained in a plane as it is done in ref [7]. The restriction of 
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the SMS method to 2D problems is called SMS 2D. Because the problem is in 2D geometry, refractive or reflective 
surfaces are curves. Despite of it we will call them surfaces because actual surfaces are obtained by rotational symmetry 
from them. The SMS method involves the simultaneous calculation of N optical surfaces (refractive or reflective) using 
N one-parameter bundle of rays for which specific conditions are imposed. In particular, in the case of the design of an 
imaging optical system, these conditions establish the perfect image formation for each one of these N bundles. For 
example, the N bundles can be rays issuing from N points of the object. The N conditions are that these bundles are 
perfectly focused at the corresponding N image points. There remains some flexibility in selecting the N points of perfect 
imaging. We can measure the image formation of each point P with the RMS blur radius a(P) [3] of the spot image. 
Since a=0 for the N selected points and in general the function a is continuous, then the best selection of the N design 
points will be to choose them spread on the object. When the N selected bundles are not associated to N points, then the 
selection of the bundles for optimum image formation is not so simple. 
Assume that N=2, (2 surfaces to design and 2 one-parameter bundles with perfect image formation) and we choose the 
bundles so they are formed by rays issuing from 2 points of the object. When these 2 points are close to each other (that 
is when the 2 points tend to be the same one-axis one) the SMS design becomes a classical aplanatic design. Such 
designs are long time known [8] through the work of Schwartschild. Recently Lynden-Bell and Willstrop, have got an 
analytic expression of these 2 surfaces aplanats [9], [10]. When the 2 points of the object selected for the SMS design are 
more evenly spread on the object, then the average image quality is better than in aplanatic systems as it was first proved 
in ref [11] with the RX analysis. This RX is also analyzed in [12] and the design is improved for rotational symmetry. 
Presented herein are several SMS examples with 2, 3 and 4 surfaces, designed with the above criterium, i.e., designed for 
perfect image formation of 2, 3 and 4 points and we will show that they perform better than first- and second-order 
aplanatic designs (following Schulz's aplanatic order definition [13], [14]) of the same focal length. The same concepts 
can be applied to reflective surfaces or to combinations of reflective and refractive surfaces. 
2. DESIGN PROCEDURE 
The design procedure of a 2-surfaces SMS design is given in references [11]. More information on the SMS method in 
2D is found in [16], [17], [18], [19] and in [20], [21] for the SMS in 3D geometry. Fig. 1 shows a 2-surfaces SMS design 
designed for perfect focussing (in 2D) the bundle of parallel rays incoming at directions ±2°. The foci are located at 
±0.5 mm around the symmetry axis. 
Fig. 1. Two-surfaces SMS design for the incoming bundles ±2°. Focal length 14.32 mm. f/1.576. Refractive index 1.5 
The SMS design procedure has 2 basic steps: (a) Calculation on the starting conditions and (b) the SMS extension of the 
curves. The four-surfaces SMS design procedures differs from the two-surfaces one at the first step. In the four-surface 
case, the starting conditions are the parts of the surfaces that are near the axis. These parts are calculated with Gaussian 
optics and with the additional condition that there are 4 rays connecting each one of the design object points with its 
corresponding image points (see Fig. 2). The minimum initial part fulfilling this condition is selected. 
Fig. 2. Calculation of the on axis portions of the surfaces. 
The remaining parts of the Gaussian calculated curves are deleted (Fig. 3). In this situation, each one of the 4 rays (or 
their symmetric counterparts) crosses 2 of the 8 edges of the 4 curves A, B, C and D. The 4 color dots at the down edges 
of the curves indicate the rays passing through them. There is at least one ray (the blue ray in the case of Fig. 3) with a 
single down edge point. If this were not the case, then we can select another 4 rays for a smaller initial portion of curves 
A,B, CandD. 
Fig. 3. Minimizing near axis parts. 
The calculation of the remaining parts of the lens is done in step (b) (SMS extension of the curves). As any other SMS 
extension, this step is characterized by a sequence of generalized Cartesian oval calculations. In each one of these 
generalized Cartesian oval calculations, the trajectories of a small fan of rays are known when crossing all but one of the 
curves (A, B, C, D. The portion of this last curved crossed by the fan can be calculated by equating the optical path 
lengths. 
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For instance, the rays reaching point 4' downwards the blue ray of Fig. 3 can be traced back through the surfaces B, C 
and D as shown in Fig. 4.a. These rays should come from point 1. Consequently we can calculate the red portion of curve 
A shown in Fig. 4.a. Once this new portion has been calculated, a new fan of design rays is in the same situation as 
before. In this case, this is the fan of rays linking points 3 and 3'. The rays issuing from 3 can be traced through the 
portion of curve A just calculated. The rays of 3' can be traced back through the curves C and D. Now we can calculate a 
new portion of surface B by the generalized Cartesian oval calculation. This procedure can be repeated to calculate more 
portions of the curves. The order at which each curve is progressed is not necessarily the same at each SMS iteration. 
Note that since this case is symmetric, every time we calculate a new portion of a lens, its symmetric counterpart is also 
calculated. 
As in the generalized Cartesian oval calculation, the SMS extension procedure may give curves which do not represent 
optical systems, although they fulfil the equality of optical path lengths between corresponding points. In these cases, 
new initial conditions must be explored to find a feasible solution. 
s 
Fig. 5. 4-surfaces SMS design for the incoming bundles ±2° and ±6°. Focal length 8.59 mm. f/1.496. Refractive index 1.5. 
Fig. 5 shows a 4-surfaces SMS design formed by 2 lenses whose initial conditions establishes the same thickness for 
them as well as for the air space between them. This design focuses sharply the bundle of incoming parallel rays with 
directions ±2 deg and ±6 deg. These 4 bundles are imaged in the points ±0.3mm and ±0.9 mm around the axis 
3. RESULTS 
Let's 8 be the angle between the axis and a ray. We are going to compare several aplanatic designs with equivalent SMS 
designs. In both cases we assume the object points to be at the infinity. To evaluate the imaging quality of a design we 
are going to plot the function % giving the RMS spot radius of an incoming bundle of parallel rays with direction given 
by 8. For the evaluation of the function a(8) we are going to consider only rays contained in the design plane, since the 
designs considered in this paper are done in a plane (2D geometry). Consequently an SMS design of N surfaces will get 
0(80=0 for N design directions 0¡, (we are assuming that the contribution of the initial parts of the four-surfaces SMS 
design, which is not theoretically perfect, is negligible) i.e. 
o(0) A(6)Y\{e-ei) 
i=\ 
(2) 
As shown in ref [15], .4(8) is an arbitrary analytic function of 8 which, in a first approximation can be considered a 
constant function of 8 (although the value of this constant varies with different designs), i.e., 
<T(0): AU(0-0t) 
i=\ 
(3) 
The ray tracing results show that such approximation is good in our case and so that the spot radius a(8) is the absolute 
value of a polynomial of 8 for small 8. For example Fig. 6 shows a(8) for a three-surfaces SMS design compared with 
the polynomial approximation 
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Fig. 6. RMS spot radius in microns of a 3-surfaces SMS design for perfect imaging of incoming rays in directions ±3° and 
0°. Refractive index at the image side is 1.5. The red dashed curve is the absolute value of the polynomial 
approximating the RMS spot radius (<r(9)) 
Fig. 7 shows a(0) for a two-surfaces SMS design. This figure also shows the comparison with the aplanatic case which 
can be seen as an SMS case whose 2 incoming design directions tend to the axial direction (0¡—>0 deg). The value of the 
constant^ results to be quite similar in the three cases compared in the figure. 
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Fig. 7. RMS spot radius in microns of several lenses with focal length 14.32mm andf/1.576. Two of the lenses are 2-
surfaces SMS designs for perfect imaging of incoming rays in directions ±1 and ±2 deg respectively. The ±2 deg lens is 
shown in Fig. 1. The third lens is aplanatic 
For a given maximum spot radius, it is clear that there is an SMS design with a wider range of incidence angles (i.e., a 
wider field of view FOV). This is shown in Fig. 8. For the case of single lens (two surfaces) we can approximately say 
that for the same spot radius upper bound, the FOV angular area of the SMS design is twice bigger than the aplanatic 
design with the same f-number and the same focal length. 
The RMS spot radius calculated by ray tracing of the four-surfaces SMS design of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 9 and 
compared with a second order aplanatic design with the same number of surfaces, f/1.496 and focal length 8.59 mm. 
Again, the second order aplanatic design can be viewed as an SMS design whose 4 design directions tend to the axial 
direction (0—>0 deg). Although the design of Fig. 5 shows equally spaced incoming directions, this is not necessary in 
the SMS design. Equally spacing 0¡ gives (in this 2D case) approximately a constant ripple as it is shown in Fig. 9. This 
constant ripple maximizes the angular field of view for a given maximum spot radius. The design corresponding to Fig. 9 
is done for maximizing the field of view with spot radius smaller that 1 |am. Fig. 10 shows the approximated RMS spot 
radius of a four-surface SMS design whose 4 design directions are tending to 2 directions: ±4° , i.e., it is a first order 
aplanatic design for two off-axis directions (we call it "biaplanatic"). This curved is compared with the previous four 
surfaces ones. 
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Fig. 8 Maximum spot radius vs the FOV diameter for aplanatic lenses vs. general SMS lenses. The FOV diameter of an 
aplanatic lens is approximately V2 times smaller that that of the equivalent SMS lens. 
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Fig. 9. RMS spot radius in microns of 2 lenses with focal length 8.59mm and f/1.496. One of the lenses, which is shown in 
Fig. 5, is a 4-surfaces SMS design for perfect imaging of incoming rays in directions ±2 and ±6 deg. The other lens is 
second order aplanatic case. 
The second order aplanatic design has a spot radius smaller in the axial region and its neighborhoods, but the diameter of 
the field of view with spot radius smaller than 1 |am is ±3.6 deg, i.e., less than Vi that of the SMS design with equally 
spaced 0¡, which results to be ±7.35 deg. Note that the FOV angular area of the SMS design is now 4 times bigger than 
the FOV area of the equivalent aplanatic design. 
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Fig. 10. RMS spot radius in microns of 2 lenses with focal length 8.59mm and f/1.496. One of the lenses, which is shown in 
Fig. 5, is a 4-surfaces SMS design for perfect imaging of incoming rays in directions ±2 and ±6 deg. The other lens is 
second order aplanatic case. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown a new design strategy for imaging applications of the SMS method, in which we choose as many 
couples of input and output bundles as surfaces of the optical system to be designed. The SMS method ensures that the 
input and output bundles become fully coupled by the optical system. In the particular examples shown the input bundles 
are sets of parallel rays with directions 0¡ and the output bundles are focal points. Once a maximum spot radius in the 
field is fixed, the SMS design results in a wider FOV (the FOV diameter of the SMS design is 1.41 times that of the 
equivalent aplanatic designs for the two-surface design and more than twice in the four-surface design). We have also 
seen that aplanatic designs can be viewed as particular cases of SMS designs. 
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